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About This Content

Play as Joe in this new add-on content. In this extension to the original story of Mafia II, Joe uncovers who had Vito sent to
prison and what really went down with the Clemente family. In addition to the expanded story, players can explore new

locations and get new cars and clothing in dozens of city-based quests. Plus, online leader boards allow players to battle for the
highest scores.
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Title: Mafia II DLC: Joe's Adventure
Genre: Action
Developer:
2K Czech, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
2K, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Franchise:
Mafia
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (SP2 or later) / Windows Vista / Windows 7

Processor: Pentium D 3Ghz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 3600+ (Dual core) or higher

RAM: 1.5 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 8GB

Video Card: nVidia GeForce 8600 / ATI HD2600 Pro or better

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Peripherals: Keyboard and mouse or Windows compatible gamepad

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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This is a game for Nazi sympathisers. I wouldn't have bought if I had known that. The villains of the story, Emil and Conroy, are
equivalents of Hitler and the Pope respectively, and while the Pope is depicted as the absolute evil throughout the game, Hitler
here appears to be rather a "poor guy," a fragile soul whom the developers encourage us to see as another victim of the cold
world. Very inappropriate. Playing this game I failed to understand why all characters including the hero and the sage had to be
so sympathetic to the obvious equivalent of Hitler. Don't let your kids waste their precious time on this Nazi propaganda in the
form of a cutesy point-and-click game, since there are many other beautiful experiences in the world.. Clunky menus and
movement, but solid story and combat. 9/10.. I think my game was broken? I don't know. I went from screen to screen for a
while and nothing happened. I didn't hear anything or get jump scared. Or maybe they were jumpscares but I didn't notice? No
idea what I'm supposed to do or why.

Very buggy. The game menus are really confusing for me. When I complete a night, it takes me back to the main menu and I'm
not sure what I'm supposed to do after that. So I go to continue and it starts the first night over again. So I click skip since I
completed the first night already and the game calls me a loser for not finding anything. How am I supposed to find things? I
clicked on everything in every room and all it let me do was walk around the house! Frustrating.

After being called a loser(not offended, it's just a game lol), it moves to a brief voice over of the father telling a little bit more
about how he is worried about his son. Not much more story. I wandered around for a bit again and it took me back to the menu
saying I had completed the night. What? Ok.

I quit at this point. It's all very confusing and not scary at all. Sorry. :(

The voice overs and artwork aren't bad, for what it's worth. If this developer were to release another game, I would probably buy
it to see if they have improved from this one.. For everyone bashing this game its your fault for not knowing what you are
getting yourself into, this game is an old school rpg game that is very very similar to the first Final Fantasy games and if you are
a fan of this kind of game its a very safe buy especially for the price
8/10 -IGN. Totally worth it.
It has everything that you need - adventure, villain, drama, happy moments, ALL IN ONE EPISODE.

It's a great continuation of wakfu series.. Well, it is first review on the first release; only seven cases are open for the gamers.

The game has nice pixel graphics, not best, but cute enough. I like pixels, that is my cybercrime :)

I think that the game is too much incomplete for the current moment, more than expected for release. There are a lot of sad
random bugs with user interface (application crashes on in-game windows closing). Internal notepad is useless, too small, no text
editing, cannot save notes between cases. I filled three A4 pages with my pencil. Therefore, notepad can be removed and
nobody will care.

I know that the game is really small. But, I thought, that text game should have more scenarios, more random events (not only
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for IP addresses, but for all locations and numbers), more logic traps and so on. Currently we have only three basic hardcoded
endings for each case. I have tried to find all, but think that some cases have less than three. I crossed my fingers and trying to
hope that more things will be added on Feb 2, not only additional cases.

Anyway I want to recommend it for pixel and hack game lovers.

Thanks.. It's great fun.
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something i bought cause it was cheap.

the controls are f-ing stupid. with a xbox 360 or without a xbox 360 controller.

the game doesnt seem to play well with me so i give it a miss.. heckin scary. The idea of the game is fun, but the singing is kind
of annoying and they almost sing every sentence. I wouldn't recommend this game, unless you are into musicals. (which i Do
not. The Mind’s Eclipse is a Visual Novel that wants desperately to be more than the sum of its parts. With the promise of
‘emotional narrative-driven gameplay’, and ‘morally gray characters’, the game lures you in with its stark black and white
artwork that exudes an indie-level charm. As I began my trip through its bleak themes, I understood one thing quickly…

Read the rest of the review here. Nice oldschool challenging game
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